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Although involvement of polarized secretion in different cellular functions in plants including 

cell growth is thoroughly studied from different points of view, the full range of roles and 

regulations is not completely known. In addition, when plants are attacked and invaded by 

pathogens, the developmental, physiological and metabolic processes are redirected towards 

the protection and immunity reactions, while investment into growth and other demanding 

processes is regularly reduced. In both the growth regulations and in the immunity reactions 

secretion processes are crucial. In particular, still mostly unknown are possible relationships 

between exocyst complex and SNARE complex members. It is not clear if these complexes 

may cooperate in the similar secretory pathway, and if they share common functions in both 

developmental and immunity-based cell reactions. Presented thesis thus aim to characterize 

developmental and physiological processes, which are dependent on the efficient polarized 

secretion of various cargoes.  

 

The aim of the thesis is up to date also because there is still incomplete knowledge about the 

exocyst complex assembly and cooperation between exocyst subunits and SNARE 

components during vesicle tethering, docking and fusion. Characterization of these 

interactions in cell developmental processes is highly relevant. Extension of this topic to the 

characterization of plant immune reactions against the pathogens broadened considerably the 

aims and shaped the work of applicant into nicely focused and rationally outlined scientific 

story. Experimental part of the thesis was thus based on clearly formulated aims, with 

straightforward directions of the research performed. High expertise of the research group in 

the field of polarized secretion of various cargoes allowed the applicant to use complex 

experimental approach, which leaded to acquisition of broad range and high quality of 

complex results. 

 

Experimental part of the thesis is presented as a summary of 4 published papers or 

manuscripts prepared for publication. All papers included are relevant to the topic of the 

thesis. In each paper the applicant declared her contribution, both in the experimental part of 

the research conducted and also in the preparation of the manuscripts themselves. 

 

In the Paper 1, which is a review and opinion paper dealing with possible negative regulations 

of R proteins in Arabidopsis via autophagy-related pathway, known constitutively activated 

defence phenotypes of gain-of-function mutants of R genes and loss-of-function of their 

regulators are summarized. Authors hypothesize that the hyper-immune phenotypes are 

caused by the disruption of constitutive negative control of R proteins, fortified by their 

inactivation by the autophagy pathway. This hypothesis is supported by known protein-

protein interactions and in silico search for autophagy interacting motifs. 

 

In the Paper 2, authors describe the early growth response of roots and root hairs of 

Arabidopsis to contact with bacteria. They found that root hair growth was stimulated while 

primary root growth was inhibited in seedlings infected with Pseudomonas syringae pv. 

maculicola and Pseudomonas syringae pv. Tomato DC3000. Several Arabidopsis mutants 



with impaired responses to pathogens, impaired ethylene perception and defects in the exocyst 

vesicle tethering complex involved in secretion were also analysed. Authors found that only 

living bacteria are capable of provoking stimulation of root hair growth and that the 

stimulation of root hair growth is similar for different soil- and plant-adapted bacteria. Results 

document that bacterial stimulation of root hair growth requires functional ethylene signalling 

and efficient exocyst-dependent secretory machinery. 

 

In the Paper 3, with the main contribution of the applicant, penetration resistance in several 

Arabidopsis mutant lines of exocyst subunits upon the infection with non-adapted fungal 

pathogens Blumeria graminis and Erysiphe pisi was tested. Comparison was provided also for 

phenotype of exocyst mutants and syp121 mutant. This was supported by examination of 

possible interaction between exocyst and SYP121 in plant immunity. Localization studies 

showed presence of several exocyst core subunits together with the EXO70B2 isoform around 

the papillae and the encasements. Importantly, authors documented strong co-localization 

between the SYP121 and EXO70B2 in the process of the papillae formation. Presented are 

also data about direct interaction between SYP121 and EXO70B2. The results extensively 

document substantial role of the exocyst complex in the process of both papilla and 

encasement formation. It allowed the authors to conclude that the proper functioning of the 

exocyst complex involving isoform EXO70B2 is important for the penetration resistance, 

most probably as a part of the SYP121-dependent secretory pathway. 

 

In the Paper 4, authors characterized interdependence of EXO70A1 and VAMP721, possibly 

functioning in the same secretory pathway. Performed were interaction studies in yeast and 

plants leading to the conclusion that the direct interaction between the EXO70A1-containing 

exocyst and VAMP721 R-SNARE occurs in vivo. Importantly, extensive studies with the 

stable transformants of GFP-SYP121, GFP-VAMP721, GFPSEC8, SEC6-GFP, GFP-SEC3a, 

and EXO70A1-GFP were used for interaction studies in Arabidopsis, via the Co-IP and 

subsequent LC-MS/MS analyses. As no peptides of the SNARE fractions were found in the 

EXO70A1 fraction and vice versa, authors concluded that both complexes interact in vivo 

only for a limited time and only at the place of actual secretion in the transient manner. In 

summary, authors gained new findings on a direct interaction between the exocyst complex, 

which mediates vesicle tethering and recruitment to the plasma membrane, and the Q- and R-

SNAREs that are required for membrane fusion in plants. Genetic evidences supported the 

expectations that these interactions are important at several stages of plant development. 

 

This short summary of most important results obtained by the applicant and research team 

clearly indicates high quality and in depth performance of research performed. From the 

formal point of view, the text of the thesis is well prepared, nicely structured and written in 

very well readable English, with a minimum of tipos. Figures, diagrams and graphical 

schemes are helping to understand the written text, and especially the experimental setup of 

particular experiments. Some minor incorrectness are related to: 

- slight discrepancies in the description in English and Czech Summary (for details in some 

results) 

- Figure 1., where point “C” is not explained 

- some multiple citations in the text in which their order (either according to alphabetic order 

or according to the years of publication) is not consistent – this is, however, only case in few 

examples 

- Arabidopsis seed plating described in the Paper 4, where they were plated onto the surface 

of 0.5 X MS medium solidified with 7% agar – this should be 0.7% agar 



 

- the paragraph: „The mRNA level analysis of the exocyst subunit in the WT or mutant 

background“ at the page 108, which is mirrored with the last part of the previous paragraph 

and thus, is doubled. Although this paragraph refers to the Figure B, it describes plant 

hormone levels which is shown in the Figure A. The Figure B documenting the mRNA level 

analysis of the exocyst subunit in the WT or mutant background is thus not described in the 

text. In addition, statistical significance of differences in the Figure B is not shown, which 

makes understanding of results quite difficult. 

In relation to data and conclusions presented in this work, I would like to know your opinion 

to following questions: 

 

- Results indicate the interaction between Qa-SNARE SYP121 and EXO70B2 exocyst subunit 

in the plant penetration resistance establishment, like for the formation of epidermal defensive 

structures, papillae and haustorial encasements. Together with other identified interaction 

partners, possibly modulating exocyst components specifically in the plant immunoreaction, 

how important these interactions could be in general plant developmental processes? Are 

some of them valid also for biotic interactions within the symbiotic beneficial plant-microbe 

co-existence? 

 

- The current view from your results indicate, that the EXO70B2-containing exocyst complex 

recognizes the attack sites, lately targeting the exocytosis and regulating SYP121-mediated 

vesicle fusion to the attack sites. Exocyst thus mediates the time-dependent focal secretion of 

material necessary for papillae and encasement formation. How the recognition process could 

be organized within the signal transduction pathways and how different (or similar) is the 

reaction of the same exocyst subunits (from cell localization studies) in neighbouring cells 

close to cell invaded by fungal penetration? 

 

I can conclude that the approach and methods used in this project were adequately selected 

and aims of the work have been reached successfully. All potential outcomes of the 

experiments performed are discussed accordingly. Clear presentation of data from the 

literature and own results with the effort to explain all consequences, and putting together 

relevant information prove high ability of the applicant to search, evaluate and use scientific 

literature. The theoretical background, methodological experiences and publication activity of 

the applicant guarantee that she is able to produce valuable results with high importance for 

the scientific community. Taking together, the Ph.D. thesis of Mgr. Jitka Ortmannová fulfils 

all requirements and thus, I recommend accepting it for the defense. After successful 

defending I recommend to confer on the academic degree „philosophiae doctor“, and I 

propose awarding classification degree “A” for the teaching subject Doctoral thesis defense.  
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